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Cloud transformation and IoT meet
package management
Package delivery is changing. Pick-up, drop-off,
same-day, drones - today it’s all about managing that last mile of package delivery faster,
cheaper, smarter.

Our job: Help Florence understand how the
cloud could transform not just their smart locker
products, but also their way of doing business …
and then help make it happen.

Florence Corporation came to Turing Group
with more than 83 years of experience designing and manufacturing secure centralized mailboxes and mechanical parcel lockers. The company had also created a whole new business
segment built around automating the package
delivery/pick-up process. They knew IoT had
the potential to help them grow the automated
locker solutions business and pursue new markets — and they were looking for a partner.

“I’ve recommended Turing Group to several
peers already. They’re technically sound. They
are terrific listeners. They pay attention to our
problems. The planning we’ve had for timelines
and budgets, they’ve met them. They’re just a
good partner — and that’s the best compliment
I can offer.” —Kevin Fee, VP of Engineering at
Florence
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Realizing the potential in a
cloud transformation
For Florence, the “a-ha!” moment came from
their deep experience with parcel lockers
designed for U.S. Postal Service package delivery – parcel lockers that are both secure and
shared – facilitating a secure USPS customer
package delivery process. But others also
needed a secure, seamless way to exchange
packages … offices, apartment buildings, anyone
who has to manage the exchange of packages
for a large number of recipients involving all
types of delivery services.
The Florence team got to work developing a
smart locker system that would automate the
delivery and pick-up processes. In simplest
terms - packages could be delivered to an

available locker by any delivery company and
users/residents/customers would be notified via
email or text with a barcode they could scan to
open the door.
Florence developed an initial Internet of Thingsenabled locker system, but quickly saw that
scaling the solution would require cloud transformation services. When Turing came in to
bring the Florence smart locker system into the
cloud and up to today’s digital standards, we
also helped the Florence team embrace their
company’s new advanced technology focus in a
way to supplement and support their long-term
manufacturing excellence focus.
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Scaling manufacturing to meet
the opportunity
Florence Corporation designed and deployed its
first automated locker system in 2010. After several product iterations and increasing demand,
Florence recognized that its manufacturing and
support processes were too complex to scale
efficiently. To fix problems or push updates
it was necessary to log into each individual
system. To effectively scale and meet and ultimately exceed expectations, they determined a
full-blown cloud transformation was the answer.
“I was looking for a technology partner. We had
lots of people who wanted to sell us a service,
but we weren’t willing to turn over the future of
the business to someone who said, ‘Don’t worry,
we’ll take care of it.’ Turing did not do that.
From Day One, they wanted to understand our
issues and our problems, where we were going
and why.”
—Kevin Fee, VP of Engineering at Florence
Florence had done tremendous research
before coming to Turing. They had an idea
about where they needed to go, but needed
a technical partner who could validate their

assumptions and get them to their destination.
Our relationship kicked off with a couple big
questions:
1.

Can we swap the computer for a less expensive/
less complex computer?

2.

Should we switch how we run the proprietary
circuits in the lockers?

The answers to both were “yes” … and decisions
were made that significantly decreased hardware costs and manufacturing setup time while
maintaining defined quality standards.
The number of automated locker systems
Florence can now produce using new manufacturing methodologies, facilitated by its work
with Turing Group, has increased exponentially.
This increase in manufacturing capacity equates
to efficiency in meeting growing demand.
With the hardware basics solved, we moved
on to creating a cloud capable of running the
system.
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Developing a cloud transformation
strategy to improve usability, scalability,
and future compatibility
In the discovery phase of the project, we quickly “The real fun thing is how quickly we can update
realized that the primary issue Florence was
software now. It takes a matter of seconds,
facing with deployed systems was the need
where previously it was hours. It’s awesome.” —
to individually login to each machine to idenKevin Fee, VP of Engineering at Florence
tify software version and/or to
In addition to Cloud
The
real
fun
thing
is
how
quickly
we
upgrade systems
- we also scoped
installed in the
out an overhaul
can update software now. It takes
field. Eliminating
of some of the
a matter of seconds, where previthis one-to-one
DevOps processes
ously it was hours. It’s awesome.
requirement would
and methodologies
provide Florence
used to produce
Kevin Fee
the scalability it
the smart lockers.
VP of Engineering at Florence
desired.
Upgrading systems
to current stanAfter learning as much as we could about what
dards and deploying a series of web tools gave
Florence needed and what they already had, we
Florence the foundation it needs to deliver 24/7
designed an Amazon Web Services, or AWS,
access to storage both now and as it expands.
cloud transformation that would support the
new locker systems and give Florence all of the
control and flexibility it needed to scale.
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An enterprise cloud transformation moves
Florence to an IoT manufacturing company
Turing didn’t just stop with the user-facing
product - we delivered a cloud transformation
framework for the manufacturing process as
well. Now, each step of production is tracked
in Florence’s cloud. Automated tests run as the
systems are built, with data stored on AWS.
When the tests are complete, a shipping label
automatically prints to let employees know the
smart locker system is ready to be packed out
for the customer. With the data we get from
tracking the manufacturing process in the cloud,
we can work with Florence to find even more
efficiency improvements over time.
“We’re using AWS in our manufacturing environment. That isn’t something we had anticipated,

it’s something new Turing brought to the table.
It’s made our manufacturing facility a lot more
efficient, which was an unexpected benefit.” —
Kevin Fee, VP of Engineering at Florence
To keep improving the technology, we’ve been
working closely with Florence and its engineering team to bring cloud computing and
IoT learning into the organization. Following
the cloud transformation roadmap from traditional manufacturing processes to running an
IoT solution requires a whole new set of skills,
and we’ve been helping Florence and its staff
manage that transition from both the technology and strategy perspective from the onset.
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Supporting digital transformation in
the business
Transitioning Florence’s smart locker business
from traditional manufacturing to cloud enabled
manufacturing touched every department and
involved many employees across the enterprise.
From the discovery phase on, we were planning what this shift would ultimately mean for
management, operations, sales, marketing and
anyone else wrapped around the product.
Building new technology-related strengths and
adding agility in the design and deployment of
products means Florence will continue to dominate the markets it participates in even as it
faces increasing competition.

Today the challenge is keeping up with new
opportunities. Now that Florence has a scalable,
cloud-based system for its IoT-enabled lockers,
the company is looking into new markets and
opportunities beyond their initial vision. And
Turing Group is right there with them, helping to
make it possible.
“Turing Group has adopted our needs, and
they’re performing seamlessly. I don’t view them
as outsiders; I treat them as part of our development team. That’s a rare and valuable thing.”
—Kevin Fee, VP of Engineering at Florence
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